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About This Game

Wanda is a short and simple story about two lonely robots in a desolate, ruined world. Unlike many other ‘end-of-the-world’
games, Wanda is not about a tale of desperate survival but about finding companionship, love and hope in a wasteland.
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Wanda is a story-focused game but completely free of comprehensible dialogue. The entire story is told through the subtle
interactions between the two robots and the environment itself in a “show, don't tell" style.

Join this little adventure, solve mini-puzzles and witness the story unfold. Experience a whole new perspective of a post
apocalyptic world through art-style reminiscent of a children’s book and delightful soundtracks.
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Man this game I can't...it's so heartfelt. Like how do you write a review for a game that's so sweet but at the same time turns you
slowly in to an emotional wreck without spoiling too much? I'm just gonna say that it's really good and everyone who loves
robot's should play this just for the sake of playing a good heart tugging game.
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